The influence of correlation between thermal displacements of atoms in string on the calculated Rutherford backscattering spectra under channelling conditions was studied. This correlation was incorporated into the existing Monte Carlo computer code by means of sampling the displacements from distribution transformed by the variance-covariance matrix. Various methods of implementing the correlation into calculation were used. As a result the deformation of energy spectrum was obtained. The explicit decrease in surface peak due to the correlation was observed. The significance of this effect decreases with increasing temperature. Calculation were performed in a wide region of temperatures, up to the melting point.
Introduction
There is a strong interest in taking into account the effect of correlations between thermal displacements of crystal atoms by studying the ion penetration in solid. This effect may cause changes in various characteristics, observed by using medium energy ion scattering (MEIS) technique, especially for high symmetry directions (e.g. (100), (110)), where the correlation coefficients are expected to be especially significant. Many Monte Carlo computer codes, created to analysis of ion motion in solids are based on theoretical models which assume the negligibility of such correlations [1] [2] [3] . They are also not included in calculations, devoted to the study of melting [4] . In some recent papers, there were presented results obtained with correlation included. These are, however, not consistent one to another. Alliney et al. [5] showed that in the case of blocking, the correlation length is too short compared to the string length needed to generate the blocking pattern, therefore the shapes of blocking dips are very similar. On the other hand, Barrett and Jackson [6] demonstrated that some quantities concerning the channelling (surface peak, minimum yield) are significantly (of the magnitude 10-15%) changed, when taking the correlations into consideration. Differences may probably be caused by various methods of sampling of atomic displacements. Although both methods based on the transforming of variance-covariance matrix by the Cholesky factorization, the Barrett-Jackson method assumes calculating of positions of further atoms using the special "shifting" algorithm.
Calculation procedure
In the calculations we used our own program which is based on the following assumptions: atomic collisions are considered within the frame of binary collision model using the screened Coulomb potential with Moliere screening function [7] ; electronic energy losses are taken from formula proposed by Dettman and Robinson [8] which includes separately energy transfer to lower shell electrons and valence electrons; for individual collision the nuclear encounter probability is calculated. In this way we may simply obtain the magnitude of a surface peak, expressed in number of visible atoms per row, adding the probabilities of collisions with successive atoms.
Standard model of calculation assumes sampling of atomic displacements from Gaussian distribution around equilibrium positions. Obviously, in this model the correlation coefficients between the position of atoms are equal to zero. Presenting the components of displacements of all n considered atoms in the row in the direction perpendicular to the row in the form of n-dimensional vector we may write the probability density function of n-dimensional normal distribution where M is the variance-covariance matrix. In the case described above M = 1σ2 ; Ι -identity matrix, σ2 -root mean square amplitude of vibration, which may be obtained from the phonon theory.
The values of correlated thermal displacements should have the probability density function described by the formula (2), with nonzero elements out of diagonal. These elements are related to the equal-time correlation coefficients, defined as These values were taken from the paper of Nelson et al. [9] . We will not take into account non-equal-time correlations because the distance covered by the particle during one period of vibration is very long, as compared with lattice constant for energies considered in this paper. The high temperature (T> θ, where 8 -Debye temperature) approximation assumes that they have very simple dependence on distance between considered atoms In this formula n denotes the distance between atoms expressed in units of distance to the nearest neighbour and n = (6' √2/π) 1 / 3 comes from the determination of the "Debye sphere" radius.
The values of correlation coefficients obtained for two directions in fcc crystal are histed in Table. Factorizing matrix M: M = LLT , and deflning x' = L -1 x, one can rewrite (2) in terms of x':
One notices that every component x= has N(0,1) distribution.
Since the vector x' contains n components, whose values are sampled from normal distribution, one can easily obtain correlated displacements x transforming The correlations were taken up to sixth neighbour and incorporated in two described below methods, in order to make possible the comparison of their results: a) the perpendicular components of positions of atoms in row are calculated for the successive groups separately (if we denote the atoms with their numbers in the string we may schematically present this method as: [ (4) is based on some simplifications. The Brillouin zone was replaced by a sphere of equal volume in reciprocal space and the symmetric distribution of the wave vectors of created and annihilated phonons was aSsumed. Especially the second condition may not be valid for the surface, therefore one has to underline that these listed earlier values describe correctly only the bulk conditions. In order to include surface effects we should take into account in particular two phenomena: 1) relaxation of lattice parameter, 2) increase in the mean square amplitude of thermal vibrations. The first one is omitted in our calculation. We think that the displacement of an atom parallel to the crystallographic direction, which is the direction of motion of an ion, does not cause the significant effect on the shape of shadow cone, if compared to the perpendicular one. Because of its magnitude the second effect cannot be neglected. The preliminary results of our group [12] obtained on the basis of the model of lattice dynamics in harmonic approximation adapted to the surface atoms have shown that for special type of surfaces the amplitude of their vibrations may be up to 50% greater than that in the bulk.
Results
In order to compare various methods of approaching the correlation effect the calculations were performed in three ways: without correlation, using simple Cholesky method, using Barrett-Jackson's algorithm..
The first plot was made for silicon, which is characterised by a relatively high melting temperature (1700 K), therefore the obtained results can be presented in the wider temperature range. In Fig. 1 there are presented the probabilities of scattering of 100 keV protons moving along the (001) axis in silicon by the successive crystal atoms, normalised to the first atom in row. The first bar corresponds to the calculation without correlation, the second one, described "correlated (a)" corresponds to the results obtained using only the factorization and the third one "correlated (b)" shows the influence of the use of Barrett-Jackson's method.
It may be seen that in the case of correlations included the hitting probability is smaller than for independent displacements. It can be however observed that for the temperatures much higher than room temperature, but still far from the melting point a significance of this effect becomes less important. Also the simple connection between results obtained for various procedures of incorporation the correlations cannot be determined unambiguously. The ratio of results obtained from Barrett-Jackson's procedure to those from simple sampling is for low temperatures less than 1, and explicitly increases with increase in temperature.
All further calculations were made for the protons moving along the (110) direction in lead. The results for the various combinations of effects included into the code are presented in Fig. 2 .
The formula "changed amplitude" corresponds to the calculations in which the amplitude of surface atom vibrations greater than in bulk was assumed. The values of enlargement faction are according to Ref. [12] taken to be: n1 = 1.6, n2 = 1.3, n3 = 1.05, nm = 1 for m > 3, where the index determines the layer number. This assumption changes only slightly our presented earlier equations. Matrix M in (2) must be now written M = I(σ2 ), where (σ2 ) is the n-dimensional vector, whose elements (σ2 ) correspond to the square of vibrational amplitude of atoms in layer (σ2 ) = (n*jσΒ U L K ) 2 • The plot in Fig. 2 presents the temperature dependence of the number of visible atoms per row. If considered separately, the correlations and the increase in surface atom vibration amplitude produce only small changes in the shape of plotted functions. This is due to the fact that if atoms of first few layers vibrate with the greater amplitude, the successive atoms along the axis may be seldom covered by the preceding ones, and thus are "better seen" by the impinging particle. This causes that the line for this case lies higher than for standard calculation, and the difference between them seems to be constant, only the small tendency to decreasing this difference for big temperatures may be observed.
Also the results for correlation included are in good agreement with those, which can be expected after simple analysis. If the position of an atom is correlated with the position of the preceding one then it can be found with greater probability in the area of socalled shadow cone thus the collision will not take place and finally the total number of visible atoms will decrease. The absolute value of difference between yields for correlated and uncorrelated atom positions (long-dashed and short-dashed lines) does not change in the considered region of temperatures, and is equal to about 0.2.
The fourth line, for common considering of correlations and increased surface atoms vibration amplitude lies considerably below three others. Such a result can be understood as a shadowing of quite all, other than belonging to the first surface layer atoms by the first one.
The experimental points present significant deviations from the unique line, which should describe the studied dependence. Those deviations are not well seen on the original plots in Refs. [10] and [11] , where the vertical scale is much wider, as compared with showed here in order to present the surface peak value for the temperatures close to the melting temperature where it reaches very high values. In the quoted references there is shown that the critical temperature where the experimental points form characteristic curvature is approximately 450 K. Above this point the positional disordering of surface and subsurface layers causes very fast increase in number of visible atoms. It should be mentioned that only the lowest line on the plot presents the similar curvature, however not so significant. Also the results of simulations presented in Ref. [11] (dashed-dotted line in Fig. 2 ) do not describe well this effect.
Comparing the calculated yield for the temperatures below the critical point it may be observed that among four presented lines three lie explicitly above the experimental data. Only the solid line, obtained using procedure with correlations, as well as the increase in vibrations amplitude in surface layers included may estimate well experimental values.
It should be also pointed out that the contaminations on the surface of crystal have a great influence on the experimentally observed value of surface peak. The contaminations create an amorphous layer on the top of the sample thus increasing obtained values. In order to compare the results of our calculations to the experiment made in some characteristic conditions we should assume the existence of such a layer having the thickness equal to the thickness determined in experiment. In the case of papers cited it was proven [12] that the surface was well cleaned and ordered and the amorphous layer must not be taken into account.
Conclusion
We made simulations of number of 100 keV protons backscattered from (110) surface of lead. We find that correlations are not negligible, when taking into consideration interaction of particle with several first layers of crystal. The inclusion of various effects related to the atomic vibrations into the simulation code influences significantly observed characteristics changing explicitly the shape of dependence of surface peak on the temperature.
